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First written in 1987 by two authors considered experts in the field of leadership, the leadership challenge has become one of the most reliable voices on the subject of leadership, so as a leadership book of the best seller. One of the reasons for this is that the authors, Barry Z. Posner and James M. Kouzes, in the true leadership spirit, have cut regular
reviews of their original work, following and continuously improving the content based on changes in changes in course in the corporate environment. The fourth edition of the classic has been published and is the version that will be reviewed in this article. Posner and Kouzes published this last version in 2007, a little before the world economic crisis
affects companies worldwide. The book could have been better timed since the recessing brought to sight, once more, the importance of leadership in the direction of an organization and its people through crisis times. The authors have based their knowledge on extensive investigations and interviews with ligs both in the public and private sector,
employees at different levels. Although more than 50% of fresh content has been addressed to the book, the authors insist that the fundamentals of leadership have never changed. However, the context in which leadership is applied has changed a lot over time. They have identified five key practices that give rise to an exemplary performance among
the liders, being the practices: a) Model of the road, b) inspire a shared vision, c) challenge the process, d) allow others to act, and e) foster the heart. Once a lãder fully understands the importance of these principles and applies them practically, the igite is guaranteed. Introduction “both Posner and Kouzes are associated with the Business School of
the University of Santa Clara. While Posner is the Dean of the School and Leadership Professor, Kouzes n³ÃicavonnI n³ÃicavonnI al y n³ÃicavonnI al arap ortneC le ne ovituceje nu at school. Kouzes is also president of Tom Peters Company. In addition to authorizing the leadership challenge, the two have also collaborated to co -authors' books such as
credibility, encouraging the heart and planner of the leadership challenge. In addition, they have created the highly praised inventory of leadership practices (LPI), as well as lpionline: 360 â € leadership. The proposal of the book has always been to develop a greater understanding of leadership concepts among modern managers to boost
performance and efficiency without compromising the human elements of an organization. The five main practices have also remained the same in all reviews of the book and the authors emphasize that they are still as relevant today as each of 1980. However, in addition, in addition to the five practices , the authors have also listed the 10 leadership
commitments and these several of these have undergone changes to adapt to modern leadership challenges. The last edition includes more than 90% of the new case studies, several of which are taken from foreign coasts according to the globalized nature of the corporate world. This adds an integral touch to the book, which incorporates leadership
views from all over the world. Based on investigations, interviews and extensive and intensive evidence, the leadership challenge is a book that has the intention of allowing modern ligs, managers and even entrepreneurs to develop skills, attributes and features that help them boost the exemplary performance between team members and achieve
higher levels. of ã © xito. The authors break the old myth that leadership is an innate talent or is the inheritance of a few charismics chosen by emphasizing that even artists they can become great leaders following a set of principles. organizations today need their workforceDeliver upstream results at all times. This can be achieved only when each
team within the company is being administered by competent ligs. Leadership is not just about telling people to do and to simply defend or organize teams. Effective leadership requires a combination of attributes such as high emotional quotients and intelligence, high technological awareness, excellent interpersonal and communication skills and a
deep knowledge of matters more than its reach of work. Great lasters also share certain personality features, such as honesty and clean play, open mentality and reliability. The Léderes lead an example, walk through the talk, inspiring others with an attitude of "if I can do it, you can also". The authors cite Alan Keith of Genentech "Leadership it is
about creating a way for people to contribute to making something extraordinary." A good line changes the focus of the team of mechanics to creativity, using the confidence they have created among their followers to develop a reliable system. To achieve this extraordinary performance, the authors demarcate five exemplary leadership practices: a)
Model the way: according to the investigation carried out by the authors, people admire those who have a set of strong principles and defend what they believe in . A lãder cannot have it if he does not practice what he preaches. This practical encourages the lavers not only to clearly communicate their objectives and principles, but also act as guides
for their followers acting on these beliefs. This leads to higher levels of trust and transparency. The line can dictate the terms in which the team will function without making the guidelines too strict to eliminate creativity. b) Shared vision: this practice May a lãder establish an final objective and devise an idea about how to achieve that goal. The
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sorry. I'll see you.Not only tells the reader how to handle people or make them do what the leader wants. the book goes beyond this scope and also informs the reader about the importance of gaining the trust of the followers and appreciating so achievements and efforts. Moreover, it shows the reader how individual preferences and objectives can be
aligned with the organizational goals to achieve maximum performance and satisfaction for all, the organization, the leader and the follower. In this regard, the book is very well balanced, ensuring that all participants in the leadership role are covered. the authors' initiative to include global case studies as part of their research to obtain evidence
that supports so concepts and strategies is also highly appreciated. companies are becoming more and more multinational in external and internal sotreatment. Therefore, the way leaders from different parts of the world deal with leadership challenges provide a new vision of the mentality that varies geographically. At the same time, it helps the
reader to understand that most of the principles of leadership remain the same regardless of where they apply, although the methods of implementation can change. the book is written in a way that makes it a more guide for best practices in leadership. does not define processes or tell readers exactly what to do. Instead, they are inspired to listen to
their own creativity, intelligence and experiences to devise their own strategies to adapt to individual goals and organizational goals. the practices and commitments mentioned in the book are clear enough to ensure understanding of the concepts promoted by the authors, however, they are flexible enough to allow innovation by the people who al al
ed aÃrav ogzaredil y n³Ãicazinagro ed oiranecse adac euq odnaredisnoc s¡Ãm otnup nu se etsE .aÃug omoc orbil le and requires customization of techniques and principles. In total, the leadership challenge has no obvious deficits. The effort made by your author to keep up-to-date content programs in relevant books in the corporate context despite
the rapid change that global markets are experiencing in one day a day. However, taking into account the tremendous impact of the 2008 global economic recession on the corporate world around the world, it would be recommended if the next version of the book could have case studies that identified the mistakes made by the major corporate giants
who did not. Surviving the recession or facing severe setbacks. While the book emphasizes what a leader should do, it does not pay so much attention to the points that leaders should be careful to avoid the situations that arose during the times of the economic crisis. While global economies may be recovering from the 2008 recession, the downward
turning scenarios have emerged several times since then, causing panic in the corporate world. It would be very beneficial for the leaders of tomorrow if this guide included practices to avoid the mistakes that their less successful partners made during the economic crisis. In general, the leadership challenge is an excellent source of knowledge for
leaders seeking to develop their skills and attributes to improve their own performance, as well as that of their teams. Bibliography Kouzes, James M. and Barry Z. Posner. The leadership challenge. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2007. Share with friends using: Using:
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